
Recommended Books for Children and Puberty Aged Youth 

It’s Perfectly Normal, by Robie H. Harris-Gives growing children a chance to read an honest and 
explanatory view of their developing bodies. The text and pictures will give them a chance to understand 
and value themselves.  It is full of fun cartoons and great illustrations.  It’s great for youth before and during 
puberty. 

It’s So Amazing- by Robie H. Harris- How does a baby begin? What makes a baby male or female? How is 
a baby born? How is a baby adopted? In a reassuring and age appropriate way, It’s so Amazing Provides 
accurate, unbiased answers to nearly every conceivable question, while giving children a healthy 
understanding of their bodies. This is great for ages 7 and up.  

The Period Book, Everything You Don’t Want to Ask but Need to Know-By Karen Gravelle and Jennifer 
Gravelle-A great book written by an aunt and 15 year old niece team.  Down to earth and practical. It will 
help a young woman be guided through all the physical, emotional and social changes that come with 
puberty. It has fun and sympathetic cartoons that can ease the confusion and help celebrate the new sense 
of power and maturity that puberty can bring. 

What’s Going on Down There? Answers to Questions Boys Find Hard to Ask- By Karen Gravelle with 
Nick and Chava Castro-A great book written with the advise of two middle school boys, Nick and Chava. 
This is part manual, part older brother, by giving the facts a young boy needs to feel comfortable and 
confident about this new phase of life. It is full of funny cartoon about how to handle the changes, the 

feelings and the social challenges of puberty. 

All I Want To Be Is Me by Phyllis Rothblatt, is an illustrated children’s book that reflects the diverse ways 
that young children experience and express their gender identity. The book gives voice to the feelings of 
children who don’t fit typical gender stereotypes, and who just want to be free to be themselves., fluid in their 
gender identity, as well as those that feel that their body doesn’t match who they really are. It depicts 
children of different ethnic backgrounds, abilities and family configurations.  There is also a great website 
with a song and other resources for kids and 

parents.http://www.alliwanttobeisme.com/www.alliwanttobeisme.com/Home.html 

What Makes a Baby- by Cory Silverberg and illustrated by Fiona Smyth, was published in 2013 for “every 
kind of family and every kind of kid.” Suitable for preschoolers through 8-year-olds, it effectively describes 
conception and reproduction without gendering people or anatomy: “Not all bodies have eggs in them. 
Some do, and some do not.” The illustrations are bright, colorful, and somewhat abstract (bodies come in 
bright colors like purple and blue, and families are portrayed in multiple colors with different disability 

statuses). 

Sex is a Funny Word by Cory Silverberg A comic book for kids that includes children and families of all 
makeups, orientations, and gender identies, Sex Is a Funny Word is an essential resource about bodies, 
gender, and sexuality for children ages 8 to 10 as well as their parents and caregivers. Much more than the 
"facts of life" or “the birds and the bees," Sex Is a Funny Word opens up conversations between young 
people and their caregivers in a way that allows adults to convey their values and beliefs while providing 
information about boundaries, safety, and joy. 

Growing Up Comes First Website www.growingupcomesfirst.org 
This is an excellent website that helps children and adults learn about puberty together. It has fun movies for 
kids and a parent guide for supporting their children. In Spanish and English. 


